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1. INTRODUCTION 

This guide includes instructions for the tool that the supervisor will be using for monitoring his or her 

team. Unlike the Interviewer, the Supervisor will be using the Survey solutions dashboard for the 

supervision.  

This dashboard captures all the forms of his or her interviewers.  

2. COMPONENTS OF THE SUPERVISOR SOFTWARE: 

 

• to track the progress of their team (Reports) 

• manage the quality of their work (Interviews) 

• manage members of the team (Teams and Roles) 

You will only use 3 component – Reports, Interviews and Teams and Roles to carry out your work 

except for Assignments, for you’ll be manually distributing it.  

The following section will provide an overview of each tool—Reports, Interviews, Teams and 
Roles.  

2.a Reports 

**Reports **tab provides six different types of reports: Survey and Statuses, Team members and 
Statuses, Quantity, Speed, Maps and Survey Statistics.  For example, the Surveys and 
Statuses report (shown below), presents a summary of assignments by questionnaire.  

2.b Interviews 

The Interview panel constitutes the core of where supervisor does their work. It is a detailed list 
of survey assignments. To find this list, click on the Interviews tab at the top of the screen. 
The Interview interface consists of several pieces: 

1. The list of interview cases (marked 1 in the image below), which captures location 
information (Identifying questions), which member is responsible (Responsible), when the 
assignment was last updated (Updated On), whether it contains errors (Errors Counts), 
also have few questions there were not answered (Not Answered) and what status it has 
(Status). 

2. Set of filters (marked 2) for narrowing the list down to the questionnaire (Questionnaire), 
team member responsible (Responsible), and/or assignment status (Status). 

3. Tool that appears when one more check boxes associated with cases are selected 
(marked 3). This can be used for approving or rejecting assignments.  

4. Interview key, which is a system generated random number for each survey assignment 
(marked 4). Click on this number to open the survey case to review.  

5. Search tool, which can be used to find survey cases through keywords (marked 5).   

https://docs.mysurvey.solutions/supervisor/components-of-the-supervisor-software/#Reports
https://docs.mysurvey.solutions/supervisor/components-of-the-supervisor-software/#Interviews
https://docs.mysurvey.solutions/supervisor/components-of-the-supervisor-software/#Teams
https://docs.mysurvey.solutions/supervisor/components-of-the-supervisor-software/#Teams


 

 

The Interview panel allows the supervisor to: 

• Review completed assignments, and reject or approve the assignments. 

For any completed assignment, the supervisor clicks on the interview key associated with that interview case (depicted as 3 in the figure above). The 
supervisor software then opens an interface for reviewing, commenting, and approving or rejecting the case. 

The **Interview review panel **has several components (as displayed below): 
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1. *Filters (marked 1 in the image above) *are on the left-hand of the screen. They facilitate the display of questions that may be of interest to the 
supervisor.  The commented and flag** **filters display those questions with comments or flags, respectively. The *answered* questions, as the name 
suggests, are all those that have an answer. The *invalid* filter displays those questions that failed a validation check (e.g., range, consistency with other 
responses, etc.). The *supervisor’s* filter yields those special questions that only the supervisor sees and can answer. The *enabled* and* hidden* filter 
returns questions that are available to be answered based on the skip logic of the questionnaire and answers provided to key questions. 

2. The center part of the screen (2) is the navigation panel. They allow the supervisor to navigate from one section of the questionnaire to another by clicking on 
a heading. Bolded headings represent sections. Indented headings represent groups of questions or rows of rosters. 

3. On top of the of the center part of the screen (3) is the progress indicator of the survey. It shows the completion level of the interview. 
4. The last column to the right (4) lists the questions and the answers of the content being reviewed. 
5. The final components are the green approve button and red reject button (5) are on the top right-hand segment of the screen. These important buttons 

determine whether the assignment is sent to headquarters for inclusion in the survey database (Approve) or returned to the interviewer for correction (Reject). 
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2.c Teams and Roles 

Another component of the supervisor software is the Interviewer dashboard, opened through clicking on the Teams and Roles tab at the top of the 
screen. 

This component is responsible for the small parts of human resource management that the supervisor handles. Headquarters determines which 
human resources are in which team. Supervisor is relegated to the role of managing the user accounts for their team. To do so, the supervisor clicks 
on the team member’s name. 

 



3. Getting Started: REVIEW AN INTERVIEW 

3.1 Login 

So, to access the dashboard you will go to your browser either by Google chrome or Microsoft edge etc. and 

type the address of the server use e.g., Census server website url: 

 

Log in to your server using a supervisor account by inserting credentials (Username and Password) given to you 
by the Tonga Statistics Department. 

 

Once you are successfully logged in, you will it will display tabs of components you’ll be using. 

3.2 Selecting interview form to check 

Click on the Interviews tab at the top of the screen. 

 

Then, click on the interview key of the interview that you would like to review. 

 

To review the interview, the supervisor will need to use several tools. 
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3.2 Navigate 

**The user interface for the interview details matches the Interviewer application. ** To make interview content 
clear, the interview details view renders questions and their answers just like the Interviewer application. In that 
way, Headquarters and Supervisors users see what Interviewer users do.  

To navigate through the questionnaire content, use the the navigation pane with on the left with the list of the 
sections and subsections. This looks similar to the Tester/Interviewer applications. The different colors will 
indicate completion status of sections similar to the Interviewer application.Click on the “+” sign next to the left 
of a section, subsection, or roster to expand the element to navigate directly to an item in that section, 
subsection or roster.  

 

3.3 Filters 

The supervisor can further navigate through the questionnaire by using the filters on the left most pane. The 
filters that are available are: With comments, Flagged, No flag, Invalid, Valid, Answered, Not answered, For 
supervisor, For interviewer. You can select multiple filters. 

The With comments and flagged filters display those questions with comments or flags, 
respectively. The invalid filter displays those questions that failed a validation check (e.g., range, consistency 
with other responses, etc.). The Answered questions, as the name suggests, are all those that have an answer. 
The Unanswered questions are those that do not have an answer. The For supervisor’s filter yields those special 
questions that only the supervisor can see and are supposed to answer. The *For interviewer *filter shows all the 
questions that the interviewers are supposed to record responses for. This will be the majority of questions. 

The number in the parentheses next to each filter indicates how many questions in the interview for which that 
filter applies. Clicking on a filter will show a list of the filtered questions on the right for which the filter is true. 
For example, if you selected the “Invalid” filter, then you will see all the questions in the interview where there is 
an error. Clicking on the question in the right pane will take you to the question of interest. To reset all the filters 
and see all the questions in the interview, click on the View all (reset all filters) link below all the filters. 
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3.4 Add a flag 

The supervisor will have review large amounts of information in each questionnaire. Flags enable the supervisor 
to mark a particular question as a place to return later, perhaps when comparing the consistency of an answer in 
an early module of the questionnaire with an answer in a much later module of the questionnaire. The supervisor 
can see these flagged fields quickly, as explained above, by clicking on the Flagged filter in the left most pane on 
the screen. 

 
To add a flag, navigate to the question where you want to leave a flag, moving your cursor to the top left-hand 
side of the screen. Then, click on the flag icon. Once a flag has been added, the supervisor can click on 
the flagged filter to see the field or fields bearing a flag. 
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3.5 Add comments 

Comments left by the interviewer will appear in pink text. The supervisor can leave a comment for any question 
for the interviewer. To leave a comment, click on the gray 3-dots on the top right corner of the question of 
interest and then select “Add comment.” A box at the bottom of the question will appear and the supervisor can 
then type in a comment for the interviewer in the box. After the supervisor finishes typing the comment, then 
he/she can then either press the** *Enter*** key on the keyboard or click on the “Post” button to add the 
comment. The supervisor can post multiple comments to any question. After they can be added, comments 
cannot be deleted but they can be hidden using the gray 3-dots on the top right corner of the question. 

 

3.6 Approve, Reject 

 After reviewing the questionnaire, the supervisor should approve or reject the questionnaire based on the quality 
of the data collected by the interview. 
  
The supervisor will use the buttons in the top right to approve or reject the interview. To approve, click on the 
green Approve button; to reject, the red Reject button. 

 

Whichever button is selected, a pop up confirmation screen will appear with the opportunity to provide 

comments on the questionnaire as a whole. 

 

At this confirmation screen, click on the blue OK to confirm your approval or rejection. Click on 
the CANCEL button to go back to the interview details screen.  Make sure you are sure of your decision before 
proceeding. There is no way to un-approve or un-reject a questionnaire unless it is rejected by Headquarters. 
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4. REPORT TAB – TO SEE THE OVERALL PROGRESS OF DATA COLLETION 

Reports tab provides six different types of reports: Survey and Statuses, Team Members and 
Statuses, Quantity, Speed, Map Report, Survey Statistics.  Note that assignments do not have a status, and these 
reports only reflect the status of Interview cases. Interview cases only have their status reflected once an interview is 

created and completed from an assignment.    

4.a Survey and Statuses 

First, click on the Reports tab at the top of the screen and select “Surveys and Statuses” from the dropdown 
menu.  

 

This will yield team-level summary of how many interview cases are in each status, by questionnaire.  

 

Using the filter in the left-hand portion of the screen, you can select this same summary for individual team 
members. To do this, click on the drop-down menu below “Team members” and select the member whose 
summary you want to see. 

 
  

https://docs.mysurvey.solutions/supervisor/see-the-overall-progress-of-data-collection/#survey
https://docs.mysurvey.solutions/supervisor/see-the-overall-progress-of-data-collection/#team
https://docs.mysurvey.solutions/supervisor/see-the-overall-progress-of-data-collection/#team
https://docs.mysurvey.solutions/supervisor/see-the-overall-progress-of-data-collection/#quantity
https://docs.mysurvey.solutions/supervisor/see-the-overall-progress-of-data-collection/#speed
https://docs.mysurvey.solutions/supervisor/see-the-overall-progress-of-data-collection/#Map
https://docs.mysurvey.solutions/supervisor/see-the-overall-progress-of-data-collection/#stat
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4.b Team Members and Statuses 

First, click on the Reports tab at the top of the screen and select “Team members and Statuses” from the drop-
down menu. 

 

This report provides a summary of how many interview cases are in each status, by team member (including the 
supervisor).  

 

4.c Quantity  

The “Quantity” report provides the following reports for each questionnaire template.  
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Number of completed interviews: Provides the number of completed interviews for the supervisor’s data 
collection team. Interviews that have been rejected and then completed are counted as an additional completed 
interview.  

 

Number of interview transactions by HQ: Provides the number of headquarters approvals and rejections for the 
supervisor’s data collection team. 

 

To use these report, first select “Quantity” from the Reports menu. Then, select the “Type” of report and the 
questionnaire. Select a start date for the report (From). Next, define the time interval– day, week, or month 
(Period), and the number of time intervals that you would like to display in the report (Period count). The 
maximum period count that can be defined is 9.   
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4.d Speed  

The “Speed” report provides the following reports for each questionnaire: 

 

Average interview duration: Provides the average time difference between the first recorded answer on a tablet 
and when the complete button is selected. 

 

Average case assignment duration: Provides the average time difference between survey case assignment to an 
interviewer and the moment an interviewer sets the interview case as complete on a tablet. 

 

To use these reports, first select “Speed” from the Reports menu. Then, select the “Type” of report and the 
questionnaire. Select a start date for the report (From). Next, define the time interval– day, week, or month 
(Period), and the number of time intervals that you would like to display in the report (Period count). The 
maximum period count that can be defined is 9. 
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4.e Map Report  

  

First, click on the Reports tab at the top of the screen 
and select “Map Report” from the dropdown menu. 

Then, select the questionnaire and the GPS question 
that you want to render on the map.  

 
 The map will appear and you have 2 view options, is to view by map or satellite view. The location of dwellings 
are the bubbles 
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4.f Survey Statistics  

The Survey Statistics report allows the creation of tabulation reports (frequency tabulation of categorical 
variables) with conditioning on values of other variables.  

First, click on the Reports tab at the top of the screen and select “Survey Statistics” from the drop down menu.  

 

Use the filters on the left-hand side to define the questionnaire, question, and the condition question (if 
applicable).  
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5. BROWSING THE COMPLETED INTERVIEW 

5.1 - Step 1 

Go to the Interviews tab 

 

5.2 - Step 2 

From the filter on the left side of the screen, select Completed 
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5.3 - Step 3 

Click on the Interview Key for the interview that you would like to browse.  

 

Now you can see all the answers given by the respondents—the answers marked in red are invalid according to the validation rules.   

5.4 - Step 4 

If the interview should be approved, click on the Approve button. To return it to the interviewer, click on the Reject button. 
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6. FIND AN INTERVIEW 

Use filters to narrow down your search— by survey status, and by team member. 

Keep in mind that after an interview has been approved by a supervisor and is sent to the headquarters users, 
the supervisor no longer sees the interview on the dashboard.   

Click on the Interviews tab at the top of the screen: 

6.a By survey status 

To filter by status, click on the drop-down menu below Status and select the status of interest. 

 

This will return the survey assignments that are in a given status. Of particular interest may be assignments 
whose status is Completed. The Completed cases need to be reviewed and approved or rejected by the 
supervisor. 
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6.b By assigned team member 

To filter by the team member responsible, click on the drop-down menu below Responsible and select the team 
member whose assignments you want to see. 

 

This will yield a list of all the assignments for that team member. The supervisor is also one team member that 
can be selected. Selecting the supervisor’s questions so will provide a list of all those assignments that have 
been sent to the supervisor by headquarters but not allocated to any other team members.  


